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each permission request, users only have two choices, namely,
Allow or Deny. Once users choose Allow for an app, the app gets
access to users' data and the system will not check whether the
subsequent permission uses are still allowed by the users or inform users about those uses. Once users choose Deny, the app
often disables the functionality that may be wanted by the users. 1
Such a permission control mechanism is far from enough in
protecting users' privacy. Based on privacy-by-design and UIdesign principles [3, 4, 5], an app should respect users' right to
know whenever it needs to use private data and explain sufficiently to the users about its purpose of the uses (e.g., through a
notification message on UI, short animation, flash lights
/audio/vibration on device, etc.), and provide users the right to
withdraw either partially for some parts of the apps or temporarily
whenever they want to. Stock Android still lacks such features for
user awareness and control of the uses of sensitive data after authorization [1]. In other words, apps can use permissions such as
Contacts, Locations, etc. rampantly anytime for any purpose after
the permissions are granted to them without informing users; they
may simply fail to run if users do not grant permissions even
though not all the functionalities of the apps need the permissions.
In short, the Android permission manager is too coarse-grained
and not flexible enough to protect user privacy at different granularity levels when users are using apps for different purposes.
To help users safely use third-party apps and reduce their concerns about privacy leaks, we need a fine-grained solution that can
distinguish apps' different uses of a permission with respect to
users' preferences and provide useful information and mechanisms
for users to easily make suitable and adjustable choices [6, 7, 8].
Furthermore, users should still be able to use (or at least try out)
app functionalities even if they do not grant permissions to an app.
Lastly, the solution should be easy to install and use by end users
without requiring rooting an Android phone.
Towards the above objectives, this paper proposes a tool,
named UIPDroid, as a module developed on top of a virtualization
framework called VirtualXposed [9] and can be installed like a
usual app on unrooted Android phones of compatible versions.
When an app tries to access a user's private data that requests for a
permission, UIPDroid intercepts the requests and checks the UI
context of this behavior, informs the user about the potential permission use through UI notification, and provides choices for the
user to set their preferences. The notification and decision making
can be done for each use per UI widget, depending on if the use is
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1 Introduction
While users enjoy the convenience brought by mobile applications
(a.k.a. apps), they also have to bear threats like data leakage [1].
To protect users' privacy, Google uses a permission request mechanism in their Android systems that apps must declare
permissions needed and send a request to users before they access
the data controlled by the permissions for the first time [2]. For
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In recent Android versions, there are a few more choices for users: "Allow all the
time," "Allow only while in use," and "Ask every time." But the essence of the discussion in this paper remains valid.
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triggered by the user's actions on the UI or by the app's internal
behavior (e.g., an operation done in a background service of the
app). In addition to Allow and Deny, UIPDroid gives another option, Fake, to allow the permission use but return pseudo-random
values to the requesting app to continue its functionality. Also,
UIPDroid records all the apps' permission uses and can present
the logs to users visually for postmortem inspection. Further,
UIPDroid has an interface that can export/import predefined permission preferences for a user and automate the permission
choices based on the UI context and users' preferences to help reduce the cognitive and decision burdens on users.
We envision that UIPDroid can be used by any end user who
has basic knowledge of Android app installation and settings. Although it is a prototype, we believe that such a dynamic finegrained permission notification and setting tool can help to raise
users' awareness of privacy. We also believe that such finegrained control mechanism could and should be integrated into
future versions of Android for better privacy protection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 illustrates
a usage example of UIPDroid. Sec. 3 explains its design and implementation. Sec. 4 presents small-scale evaluation results and
limitations for future improvements. Sec. 5 concludes this work.

Name_WidgetID}.

One permission can appear multiple times under
this widget-level setting as the same permission may be linked to
different UI widgets, through which we enable more fine-grained
control for user-aware permission uses (cf. Section 3.2.2).

2 Usage Example

Figure 2: Basic Permission
Management

To use UIPDroid, users should download and install the VirtualXposed app [9] and our module, which are as easy as installing
a normal app. After that, users can add the apps whose permission
uses need to be managed into VirtualXposed. The step-by-step
instructions can be found in README in the tool's repository.
By default, UIPDroid generates fake values for all the permission requests of an app. When the apps or their UI widgets
trigger a permission use for the first time, our tool pushes notifications to user and waits for user's decision. The user decisions are
stored for future checks and can be changed in user’s setting page.

Figure 3: Widget-Level Permission Management

2.3 Report
Users can inspect the logs of apps' permission uses visually in two
formats. One is Timeline Report (Figure 4) that displays all permission uses in a reverse chronological order. The other is
Summary Report (Figure 5) that lists the total numbers of times
each permission is used and the last access time. Users can filter
the reports by a specific permission or an application.

2.1 Notification
For a permission request that UIPDroid cannot find in users’ setting, it pushes a notification (Figure 1) to ask for their choices.
Even if users have set up their preferences, UIPDroid can still
send toast messages to make users aware of apps’ behaviours.

Figure 1: Notification

2.2 Setting
Users can manage their permission preferences for different apps
or UI widgets. Basic Permission Management (Figure 2) lists all
permissions requested by an app, which is similar to Android system's native permission manager. Users can switch to WidgetLevel Permission Management (Figure 3) in which UIPDroid lists
permissions triggered by each widget in a format of {Permission-

Figure 4: Timeline Report
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Figure 5: Summary Report

UIPDroid
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three decision choices: Allow, Fake, and Deny. UIPDroid intercepts calls to sensitive APIs such as getLastKnownLocation and
query as illustrated in Section 3.1 to check users' preferences. For
Allow, the calls proceed per usual; for Deny, the calls are aborted
with a SecurityException; for Fake, the calls still proceed but
UIPDroid intercepts their return values and replace them with
semi-random values with the same data types and formats.
In addition, some apps follow Android's privacy best practices
[2]: they check whether they have the permission (e.g., by calling
ContextCompat.checkSelfPermission) before calling the sensitive APIs; if permission is not given, they may abort gracefully by
themselves, or issue a request for the permission at runtime (e.g.,
by calling ActivityCompat.requestPermissions and waiting for
users' response via the onRequestPermissionsResult callback).
Thus, we also hook checkSelfPermission and onRequestPermissionsResult and replace their decision results according to our
Decision Databases and users' preferences so that the apps can
still abort gracefully on their own when the permission is denied.
3.2.2 Widget-level Permission management. Following the
privacy-by-design principles, private data uses should have relevant UI widgets that are linked to user actions and inform users
via UI status changes. Thus, UIPDroid uniquely relates permission controls to UI widgets. i.e., it allows users to set permissions
based on visible UI widgets (e.g., clickable buttons and scrollable
list view). We hook each of the event handlers of the UI widgets
(e.g., onClick and onScroll) that would trigger calls to sensitive
APIs and inject our permission control per Section 3.2.1, so that
we enable widget-level permission control and allow users to allow/deny/fake the permission use before each sensitive API call.
Permission requests that do not relate to any UI widget are defaulted to Fake if the permission is given to VirtualXposed for
management (handled as Section 3.2.1) or Deny otherwise, as
such permission requests without user awareness should not be
allowed to use private data.
An important issue here is to correctly relate a potential permission request to a UI widget that interacts with users so that the
hooks are placed in the right event handlers for users’ control. In
our current implementation, we focus on only clickable buttons by
manually running the subject apps separately and analyzing their
execution profiles. In particular, we identify the unique button ID
of an app and the permission triggered by clicking it to add the
button-level permissions (cf. Figure 3) for users. In principle, such
links between UI widgets and permissions triggered can be automatically discovered by static and dynamic analysis of the apps.
Then, such settings for different apps can be imported to UIPDroid to extend the scope of UI widgets that it can manage.

3 Design & Implementation
This section introduces the architecture of UIPDroid and describes
major technical details in its design and implementation.

3.1 Architecture

Figure 6: Overview of Architecture
Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the architecture
of UIPDroid. This tool is built on the VirtualXposed [9] providing
the ability to hook any Java method invoked by apps that are executed within the VirtualXposed sandbox. When an app tries to
access users' private data in Android, it needs to call corresponding APIs of the Android system. For example, apps often call the
method,
android.location.
LocationManager.getLastKnownLocation, to get users' locations, and call the
method, android.content.ContentResolver.query, to retrieve
contacts. UIPDroid implements the hooks to intercept such method calls and uses custom-built Permission Manager to check
whether each request should be granted with permissions. If Permission Manager does not find existing users' preferences, it will
push a notification to ask users for their decisions and record them
in the Decision Databases. Users can also change their preferences
any time via the Permission Configuration UI or by importing decisions suggested by other analysis tools or experts. Meanwhile,
all the permission requests and decision results are recoded in the
App Behaviours Database and can be displayed via Permission
Usage Report for users' inspection.

3.2 Permission Management
From the Android system's perspective, VirtualXposed (VX) runs
like a normal app, and all permission requests from the apps running in the VX sandbox are like permission requests from the VX
app itself. Thus, the VX app should be given all the permissions
that may be needed by the apps that users want to manage; then,
UIPDroid's Permission Manager implements more fine-grained
permission controls for the apps. If VX is not given a permission,
UIPDroid also denies the permission for the managed apps.
3.2.1 Basic permission management. For each request for Contact or Location permissions from an app, UIPDroid implements

4 Empirical Evaluation
4.1 Experimental Setup
We experimented with 19 apps that use Contact and Location
permissions in our preliminary evaluation. These apps are popular
in various categories such as Map, Instant Messaging, Social
Networking, Food, Shopping, Transportation. All applications are
the latest version on Google Play as of July-23-2021. We ran the
3
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apps manually on a Google Pixel 4A phone with Android 10 to
trigger their Contact or Location uses and enable UIPDroid to
control.

comparison, UIPDroid has the advantages that it is root-free, provides more fine-grained widget-level control for better user
awareness. On the other hand, its implementation has the following limitations.
Limited Permission Hooks. Many other permissions for various sensitive data, such as body sensors, accounts, call logs, etc.
need fine-grained control too. More types of UI widgets can interact with users and stipulate permission uses. UIPDroid can hook
more such places automatically in the future, although it may need
more customization efforts for faking different types of data.
VirtualXposed Capabilities. VirtualXposed does not need root
privileges, but thus cannot provide system-level operations when
sandboxing apps, which may be the main reason for load failures
in Table 1. Better app virtualization techniques are interesting future work for broader application of UIPDroid.
Permission Decision Databases. For a hooked point, UIPDroid
allows permission decisions according to either users' choices or
imported settings. This opens the possibility for UIPDroid to utilize crowdsourced shared permission settings [8] to reduce users'
decision burdens and improve the privacy protection ecosystem.

4.2 Experimental Results
The experimental results are summarized in Table 1. Some applications detect whether current mobile phone has installed Xposed
or other similar frameworks, and detect whether their process are
hooked. If so, they refuse to be executed for security reasons. Due
to this reason, 9 out of 19 apps cannot be run in the sandbox and
thus cannot be managed by our tool (cf. "VX loaded" column).
For other apps, UIPDroid successfully enabled Allow/Deny/Fake
permission control except for Telegram and Instagram Lite as
they use some mobile development techniques, such as React Native, that are not hooked by VX. The execution performance
impact is negligible from users' perspective because all codes are
still executed on the native Android operating system and VirtualXposed only intercepts some UI-triggered method calls when
inner applications interact with the system. For some large applications, the installation process may take longer time than native
system because VirtualXposed disables JIT.
Table 1: Experimental Results. "VX loaded" indicates if an
app can be run within VirtualXposed. "Allow", "Deny",
"Fake" indicate if each of the permission settings can pass our
manual test cases or not; "N/A" is for apps that cannot be run
due to VX.
App Name

Permission

Red
WeChat
Telegram
Instagram Lite
Facebook Lite
Lazada
Shopee
WhatsApp
FairPrice
Moovit
OneMap
PizzaHut
Singapore Map
Waze
Deliveroo
FoodPanda
McDonald
myEnv
MyTransport

Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location
Location

VX
loaded
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

Allow

Deny

Fake

Y
Y
Y
Y
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Y
Y
N
N
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Y
Y
Y
N
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

5 Conclusion
We design and implement a fine-grained widget-level permission
controller for managing permissions used in Android apps. It is
built on the VirtualXposed framework without root privileges,
making it easy for any end user with basic Android app
knowledge to use our tool. Its current implementation monitors
apps' every use of Contact and Location permissions and links the
uses to UI widgets with respect to basic privacy-by-design and UI
principles; then, it informs users of the permission uses and denies
or fakes the data if chosen to. Furthermore, it provides interfaces
for users to manage permission settings and review permission
usage logs to enhance their awareness of the private data uses by
apps. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of our tool based on a
set of popular apps and highlight possibilities for future work.
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